Students Research, Publish Booklet
By SANDE LANGE
Spartan Daily Feature Editor
Perhaps SJS isn’t such an intellectual black forest after all!
Students for Research and Publication, a small but hardy band
of scholastic enthusiasts, sparked
a new light on the campus academic scene by publishing a booklet of historical essays entitled,
"The 1890’s -- A Crisis in Confidence."
The booklet is a product of
many hours of research and writing by six upper division students
in a seminar on directed readings
In American history.
Under the direction of David
Eakins, associate professor of history, the booklet was put into
final shape and published during
the spring semester. It is now
on sale in the Spartan Bookstore
for 50 cents per copy.
Tau Delta Phi, men’s honorary
scholastic fraternity donated $250
from its Work Aid for Scholars
(WAFS) fund to facilitate publication. The SJS Democratic Club
also provided monetary assistance.
Student essayists include Paul
Bartko, leader of the Students for
Research and Publication movement, Wendy Lariviere, Mary Robbins, Richard Baker, Diane Mastin and Norene Hubbard.
Bartko, senior history major,
is campaigning to spread SR.P
throughout the campus. SRI’ envisions publishing works of indi-
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victual students, and class efforts
They also hope to set up an advisory committee of interested
faculty members to act, as professor Eakins comments, "as guest
experts."
"It is our goal to stimulate a
greater creativity among students.
If a student realizes that his work
might be published, he may be
inspired toward greater levels of
academic excellence," declared
Bartko.
SRI. experienced great difficulty
in procuring funds necessary for
publication. They were fortunate
to receive contributions from campus clubs.
The group hopes to obtain a
permanent allotment for ASB
funds through Student Council.
According to Professor Eakins,
"Students for Research and Publication should be student controlled, by those directly involved
In the program. It should be a
scholarly rather than a political
attempt."
President Robert Clark, upon receiving the booklet declared he Is
"very excited about the whole
Idea." He cautioned that it is
Student Council’s decision whether
or not to establish a permanent
fund for this type of endeavor.
"To sponsor an enterprise of
such unusual distinction, it is valuable, even though it involves relatively few," he said.
Smiling broadly the President
stated, "Such an enterprise could

To Conduct Poll

Council Passes
Lockout ’Probe’

DAVID EAKINS, associate professor of history
(right) presents Pres. Robert D. Clark with the
first edition of "The 1890’s: A Crisis in Confidence." The booklet, containing historical essays,
was written, researched and published entirely
by students. If sells for 50 cents per copy in the
give the college a reputation we
are jealous to achieve."
Other professors have indicated
an interest in the program. Dr.
Marvin Lee, associate professor of
economics, and his senior seminar

Spartan Bookstore. Essayists from left are: Paul
Bartko, Diane Mastin, Norene Hubbard and
Richard Baker, all members of Students for Research and Publication, newly formed campus
group.

In economics have published a similar booklet in previous semesters
dealing with results of research in
economic trends.
Dr. Mervyn Cadwallader, professor of sociology, expressed a

desire to publish essays from his
graduating tutorials students.
Professors Raisins expressed final
enthusiasm by concluding, "This
proves that undergraduates can
turn out stuff worth printing."

By DIANE TELES(’O
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Despite the fact that yesterday’s Student Council meeting was
criticized by ASB Pres. Jerry Spotter for "playing parliamentary
games," it did take long-awaited
action on the lockout resolution.
Council passed the resolution by
a voice vote. In its present form,
the resolution calls for equal application of housing regulations for
both sexes. A poll will be taken
of the women students on campus
before Thanksgiving. Results of
the poll will go to the Dean of
Students and the President of the
college, for implementation by Feb.
1, 1967.
The resolution, in its three-week
residency with the Campus Policy
Committee, had been altered considerably. It had originally called
for total abolition of lockout.
Dick Miner, chairman of the
committee, explaining dilution of
the resolution said, ’Total abolition of lockout may be just as
discriminatory as is the present
situation. Some students and parents want lockout rules."

AWS SURVEY
Karen Prouty, first vice-president of AWS, informed council
that AWS was presently conducting a survey of student opinion of
lockout in approved living centers.
Shortly after Miss Prouty had
spoken, council adjourned for lack
of a quorum after Wes Watkins,
senior representative, had requested a quorum call.
In other actions, council considered a motion that all references
to the office of Executive Secretary be deleted from the constitution.
Watkins objected to Council’s
consideration of the matter, pointing out that not only was Pres.
No. 32 Clark’s Committee on ASB Government studying the constitution
but the ASB Constitutional Revision Committee was also working
on it.
"Are we going to take the constitutional changes in piecemeal
fashion and have a special election for every change?" he asked.
"You have to remember that the
student body cards have only a
certain number of boxes to punch."
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Campus Quarter Program Slowed
To Snail Pace By Flag Thefts
By JIM RAUH
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
At $15 a swipe, literally speaking, the local business world’s
Campus Quarter program aimed at
facelifting the commercial area
around the college is being slowed
to a snail’s pace by the regular
thefts of SJS flags which line the
sidewalks along San Fernando
Street between Second and Third
Streets.
The Campus Quarter movement,
which had its beginning in late
summer of this year, is striving
to gain impetus in its proposed
program to perform architectural
surgery on the business establishments in the area. The raising of
SJS flags in front of the stores
and buildings on San Fernando
Street was to be the first step in
this movement.
According to Edwin T. Mosher,
owner of Mosher’s Ltd. located at
Third and San Fernando Streets,
"The Campus Quarter program is
not moving as fast as it was be-

fore all these flags were stolen."
Mosher, SJS graduate and selfstyled leader of the Campus Quarter project, revealed that 14 SJS
flags have been pilfered from San
Fernando Street.
"It’s discouraging," Mosher
stated, "from the standpoint that
merchants plunk out $30 each to
have the flags installed and then
have them stolen the same day."
"The installation of park benches
and trees on San Fernando Street
is supposed to be the second step
in this Campus Quarter project.
But why should these merchants
finance trees and benches if their
flags are stolen every day?"
Mosher asked.
"Maybe it’s because the flags are
something new to the scene, or
maybe it’s because some persons
are just souvenir happy," Mosher
surmised. "But if somehow we
could get them returned, it would
help things tremendously."
Some of the flags are stolen because of storeowners’ failure to

Fall Visiting Scholar
Arrives Next Week
C. Northcote Parkinson, best
selling author of "Parkinson’s
Law," will be on campus Monday
and Tuesday, as the fall Visiting
Scholar.
Dr. Parkinson’s books, including
his "Law," "In -Laws and Outlaws," and "The Law and the
Profits," are hilarious analyses of
the absurd laws that govern business from the big corporations and
government, down to the family.
In his two-day stay at SJS Professor Parkinson will make a combined visit to political science,
business and industrial d esign
classes on Monday, tour the campus and wind up the day with a
lecture in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Tuesday, the distinguished and
humorous scholar will visit humanities and tutorials class, and have
an open lunch for students fol-

lowed by a question and answer
period.
Dr. Parkinson boasts a distinguished background both as an educator, and author-lecturer. Aside
from his novels, and speaking tours
throughout Scandinavia, England
and the U.S., Dr. Parkinson has
been on the faculty of Indiana
University and the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration, in America. He taught at
the Royal Naval College, Dartmouth and the University of Liverpool in England.
Among the other notable works
by the author, scholar, educator,
humorist are his latest books "A
Law Unto Themselves," "East and
West," "The Evolution of Political
Thought," and numerous articles
in Harper’s, The London Economist, The Reporter, The National
Review, The New York Times
Magazine Section, Punch, and
others.

take them in for the night, but
most of them are swiped during
daylight hoursto the complete
bewilderment of local merchants.
"If more people were aware of
what we are trying to do in the
Campus Quarter program," Mosher
added, "I’m sure that less flags
would be missing."
If any of the flag culprits wish
to return a flag or three without
being arrested, scolded or ogled
by parties concerned, they are invited to drop it (or them) off at
the Spartan Daily office, JC208.
No questions will be asked.

THIS WILL BE the scene Friday night as the traditional Homecoming bonfire rally will once again burn after a year’s absence.

GRAD ELECTION
Miner, whose committee had returned the motion to Council with
a positive recommendation, explained that an election for two
additional graduate representatives
was to be held this month and
the constitutional change could be
included in the election,
"If the student body does not
vote on this issue soon," he said,
"Then an executive secretary will
have to be elected, as specified in
the constitution."
A motion was made that the
Judiciary consider whether Council should vote on the matter or

not. A roll call vote was taken, at
which time it was discovered that
a quorum was not present. John
Graham, chairing the meeting for
Vic Lee, who was on his way to
the ASGUSA conference in Oklahoma, adjourned the meeting.
Council heard from Dr. Robert
Bronzan, director of athletics, who
explained the expenditure of $2,190
for the NCAA and USTFF (United
States Track and Field Federation) championship meets.
INFORMS COUNCIL
The money is already allocated
to the Athletic Department, but
Dr. Bronzan "wanted to keep
council informed."
Amendments to Act 14, which
changed the number of faculty
advisers on the Orientation Committee f r om one to two, and
amendments to Act 17, setting the
number of faculty advisers for the
Freshman Camp Committee at
four, passed.
Model United Nations received
$1,527.70 to cover expenses and
transportation costs to the meeting at Lewis and Clark College in
Oregon in the spring.
A close vote, 5-4-2, reflected the
conflicting views of council. Phil
Whitten, graduate representative,
questioned the "value for SJS to
represent a feudal organization."
Don McInnes, senior representative, felt that MUN represented
only a small segment of the students and did not deserve the
money. Ken Shackelford, senior
representative, did not feel that
"a $1,500 appropriation is consistent with the public relations value
for SJS."

Faculty Groups
Voice Opposition
To Proposition 16
In separate measures two faculty associations have voiced opposition to Proposition 16, the anti smut measure on the November
ballot.
In a recent vote, SJS members
of the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) approved a statement in opposition to the proposed
measure, according to Dr. John
Galm, Arr president at SJS.
The resolution asserted that the
proposition would allow and encourage "prior restraint and seizure without court authorization,
devices that could easily be used
for political harrassment."
The measure was further described as a book-burning measure,
and a threat to academic freedom
and freedom of speech.
The executive committee of the
Association of California State College Professors (ACSCP) has also
passed a resolution opposing the
proposition.

In Cafeteria Today

Charleston Hoofers To Spark Queen’s Visit
By LINDA TING
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Homecoming Queen Suit Seydel,
20-year-old senior speech major
from Sacramento, will appear with
her court this morning at 10:30
in Spartan Cafeteria.
In conjunction with the queen’s
appearance, Marty Behnke, junior
music major, will play piano music
of the 1920’s in keeping with the
Homecoming theme of "Roarin’
Twenties."
The program will also include a
charleston, led by head song girl
Hilary Goldwater and other song
girls, Cynthia Berkinshaw, JoAnn

Sobry, Kathi Rodrick, Mary Hansen and Joan deFerrari. The coeds
will dress in ’20s costume.
Tonight, Grand Marshal William
H. Poytress will be honored at a
banquet at Villa Felice in Los
Gatos, A 7 p.m. reception will be
followed by an 8 p.m. dinner and
program. Tickets for the $4.50
dinner are on sale in the Student
Affairs Business Office.
Tomorrow will be Dress-up Day.
Students, faculty and administrators are invited to dress up in the
attire of the 1920s.
A faculty reception for Grand
Marshal Poytress will be held tomorrow at 11 a.m. in HEE At noon

Student Activities Board Approves
New Banner Locations on Campus
The Student Activities Board has
approved two new locations for
banners on campus, announced Jim
Caldwell, SAB chairman.
Student organizations can now
place banners on top of the Library Central Wing, on Seventh
Street between the palm trees in
front of the Cafeteria in addition
to the old spot between the Building and Grounds and Home Economics buildings.

Caldwell reiterated the SAB
policy on the use of bull horns on
campus. Bull horns are restricted
on the south end of Seventh
Street, from the Women’s Gym
to the blockade at Seventh and
San Carlos Streets.
Permission for the use of the
banner spots, and bull horns must
be granted by noon on the Monday before the intended date of
use.

a luncheon will be held at Plateau area around the bonfire will be friends are welcome," stated Wil7 Restaurant, North First Street. available for dancing.
liams, chairman of the Bonfire
"Students, alumni, parents, Rally,
BONFIRE RALLY
Prof. Poytress, the queen and
her court, the song and cheer leaders, and representatives of the
Rally Committee will participate
in a Bonfire Rally at 7:30 tomorrow night. The annual event will
be held at the County Fairgrounds
Parking Lot No. 2, located at
Tenth and Tully Streets. All cars
have to be parked in Parking Lot
No. 1, according to Harlow Williams, chairman of the Bonfire
Rally.
To begin his official duties as
Homecoming Grand Marshal, Prof.
William "Wild Bill" Poytress will
lead a cheer with yell leaders.
The huge bonfire will be constructed of railroad ties donated
by the Southern Pacific Railroad
and shipping boxes supplied by the
San Jose Coffin Company.
SPARDI SETS FIRE
Midway in the program Spardi
will light the bonfire with a torch
lit by Queen Suzi.
SJS pep band, composed of members of the Spartan Marching
Band, will provide music for the
pep rally.
Following the rally the Coachmen, a local rock ’n roll group,
will perform until 11:30 p.m. The

Engineering Program Lauded
President Robert D. Clark has
announced the accreditation of the
chemical engineering program at
SJS by the Engineers Council for
Professional Development (ECPD),
national engineering accreditation
agency.
The chem engineering accreditation makes SJS the first state
college to have its entire engineering program accreditated by the
ECPD.
"In achieving this recognition,"
said Dr. Clark, "SJS’s engineering
program has achieved another first
among state colleges."
Dr. Allen N. Smith, chairman of
the department, said the program
was examined by both the ECPD

and American Society of Chemical
Engineers (ASChE) last spring
and the accreditation team didn’t
find any major problems with the
program.
"Accreditation is important both
to the student and the department," explained Dr. Smith. He
said accreditation assures the employer of an SJS graduate that
the student has met certain minimum requirements.
Norman 0. Gunderson, dean of
the School of Engineering, said
that the action by ECPD is the
result of efforts begun in 1957
when state restrictions prevented
state colleges from seeking accreditation.

Faculty Invited to Discussion Today
All faculty members are welcome to participate in an open
discussion to be held at 2:30 this
afternoon in the lounge on the
first floor of the Home Economics
Building.
Participants will split into
groups of six to eight faculty

memlx,rs and a campus minister.
The nature, content and direction
of the dialogue will be left to each
group, as well as the meeting time
and place.
The project is sponsored by the
campus Counseling Service and
Campus Ministry.
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From the Editor

Ugly Dorm Tricks

at hi S.
On NIonday night nobody dressed
up in ugly costumes and masks. They
didn’t have to. The conduct of many
male thornlitory residents made them
the most fearsome and ugly of any
sinister creature imaginable.
The "dormies" reign supreme as the
Thgly creatures." Their "costumes and
masks" were too awful to look upon
as they ran through the streets barraging ears and drivers with eggs. tear
gas bombs and water as they attempted
to drive down the city streets. Not
only were the "dormies" ugly. their
masks were yellow.
It took real courage to corner some
unwilling coed and saturate her with
eggs and dirt.
The "(hinnies" didn’t care if the
unfortunate ’1 ictims were enjoying Halloween night as much as they were.
They were blind to mercy and what
perhaps was intended as "good, clean
fun" turned into near battery. We
fail to see where any courage was displayed on the part of the (hinnies as
they dragged unwilling cioeds through
their perverted t lalloween "festivities."
Then mob rule set in. An army of
dorm re -it lents marched onto 11th
Street to -kill the Greeks!" (Inc fraternity man was injured as a rock
struck him in the head. Several windows of a fraternity house were broken
as nearly 200 mobsters living in the
three state-owned men’s residence halls
gathered on II di Street to attack whatever WaS their pleasure.
than 20 fraternity broth -
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ers from the house under attack began
b. they quickly disto approach the
persed and fled.
We’re not suggesting that the "dormies" should have stayed to fight the
smaller group. We’re suggesting that
they never should have been on 11th
Street in the first place! But our guess
is that legitimate dorm activities have
fallen into a slump and they were
simply bored.
This, beyond any dindit, is the most
disgraceful display of student conduct
to happen on this campus this semester! The guilty party was that mass
of dorm residents who effectively
slipped away from any rational behavior pattern Monday night to drag
the image of SJS down with them.
The men donnitory students have
done our college great injustice as the
result of Monday night’s "games."
What respect the "dormies" had among
other student groups such as Greeks
and apartment dwellers certainly has
dwindled to nothing. It wasn’t just a
few who charged onto 11th Street.
Observers estimate that more than 200
dorm men were on hand stoning houses
and people before defensive action was
taken and the mob chased away.
Monday night was a "night of
shame" for the SJS male dormitory
student.
Monday night has made this writer
ashamed to admit that he is a dormitory resident!

IC

By JOHN LERCH

Adv. Mgr.... ..... LEA ANN HERNANDEZ
-

"Trick or treat!" This is a familiar
chant to all of us who. as children,
rang doorbells on Halloween night demanding that the occupants give out
candy or suffer the consequences of
soaped windov s. s we recall. nobody
suffered much. It was a fun -filled
H ight flit- all, as the kids got the opportunity to dress up in many different
elk:tunics and masks to see who could
portray the most horrendous and ugly
creature. But that’s in the past here

1

"The President of the United States, eh? ... Well, I’m the King
of England!"

’Same Old Place’

Vultures Cry for Protection
By JIM BAILEY
"Save us before we eat you," the grand
old vultures of student government cry.
We hear their soul-moving plea and
with the compassion of a counter guerrilla
army, we resolve to help our swan diving
friends.
Fear not, old noble spirits of the wild
heavens, our guns are raised, we have
you in our sights, we shall protect you.
We realize your problems. We know
you are still in a learning experience and
haven’t mastered the fine techniques of
licking up blood without getting some of
it on your beaks.
We understand your fears. The bigger
birds might clip your wings if you fly

too high. It is much more comfortable
to master the art of circling than to attack
live and dangerous meat.
Just keep circling and wait for us to
die. Don’t worry, we will protect you.
We have you in our sights.
Don’t come down to help us. No thank
you, you can stay up there in your high
heavens. Don’t lower your noses. Stay
away from the smell of ink, hot type and
hot typewriters.
Don’t worry, we will let you keep
circling. Just don’t take our sights away.
Our rifles won’t be able to protect you if
you hold the sights.
Funny thing, though, if you &dist circle
so much, maybe our sights wouldn’t have
to protect you.

Gadfly is an apt description of Don
Dugdale’s (sick) column about the New
Student last Friday.
Flies are pests, spawn on garbage and
contribute nothing to society. They act in
much the same way Dugdale did wait
until the competition is down, then kick
it below the belt with charges of "propaganda organ," "indecent editorial matter"
and "whine of dissent.’
In what I assume ’fly means as a scathing denunciation of N.S., he says it ha,.
"only scratched the surface of a few significant issues."
Has the Daily?
Very definitely! There was "Lockout"
and every week the exciting coverage of
Student Council. Then there is "The
Question Man" which deals with such
important, meaningful issues as last Friday’s column "What problems do you
have in getting copies of Spartan Daily?"
The rest of ’fly’s attack of N.S. may
be correct, hut he chose a poor time to
run off at the mouth. The N.S. can’t be
sold on campus for awhile, so the only
means the editors of it have to defend
themselves is through letters to Spartan
Daily. These letters, if the N.S. bothers
to reply to Duadale’s childish attack, will
be edited to conform to "Daily style,"
which means they will be changed because
Daily doesn’t print many words and
phrases used by the N.S.
This leads to ’fly’s charge that a "newspaper" prints only material that "maintains standards of decency and good taste."
I guess what he means is that nothing
should be printed unless it meets his approval anti agrees with his "decent" ideas.
The N.S. reflects the feelings anti attitudes of students interested and active in
facing the problems of today’s society.
These students may not be correct in their
opinions but at least they hold ideas they
believe in enough to support them actively.
Spartan Daily is far from perfect and
makes many of the mistakes ’fly chastizes
N.S. for. So, until Daily is perfect, it has
no right to abuse editorially the only
campus newspaper making any noise at
all even if you refer to that noise, as
Dugdaie did, as a "whine of dissent."
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Readers Blast Out on Censorship, Lockout and Arrest
Refusal To Recognize
Opposition Is ’Censorship’
Editor:
Joseph G. Reid, whoever he may be, does
not have to "voluntarily submit to the most
rigid censorship possible," for, after reading
his vicious attack on your writer, it appears
obvious he is land-locked in his own warped
censorship that will allow no wind of creative
thought to sweep over him.
Reading his letter is reading a mind so
surrounded by the barren wasteland of its own
self-righteousness that it could never know,
least of all understand, that there is a time
and a side for everything.
Yet submit to censorship? Why, Mr. Reid,
you are your own censor you refuse to
admit that there is another side to your
concepts of life, another view which might
be right and thus make you wrong. . .
You are the last stop past Styx, Mr. Reid,
as you swing out to mold the world about
you to your own concepts formed in the
smallness of your own twilight.
Submit to censorship? You are censorship,
and you are blindness, and you would cast
down I he sun for all. Co) try, Mr. Reid, and
wonder always why you are angry, frustrated
and, most horrible, ’toy. very lonely. Then
you might begin to improve.
James Breteroll
A1133

Student Calls Coverage
Of Lockout ’Inferior Job’
Editor:
I want to say a few things about the Spartan Daily’s coverage of lockout. First, though,
before I say a word, I want a few things
understood, mainly to remove any prejudices
that might hinder a reader from really seriously considering my comments: Ili I am a student, therefore not in the realm of "arch
conservatives" or "puritans." I’ll I favor the
absolution of lockout, which is entirely irrele1 F1111, in fact, a journalism student,
vant.
so I can’t he accused of understanding the
hardships of meeting deadlines or trying to
get hold of anyone on this campus.
My gripe? Simple! I, too, think the Spartan
Daily did an inferior job on the lockout
series. Although the s.tall SWUM he applaud
ed for attempting the project, its method of

handling should have been 100 per cent more
comprehensive, extensive and original . . .
The Daily contended that it was obvious
that lockout should be abolished --well, if
it’s so obvious, why hasn’t it been done?
There must he some strong counter arguments
around somewhere and it’s the Daily’s duty
to find them, state them and THEN repudiate
them . . .
The Spartan Daily staff members, as students, are all rookies. They do only as well
as they are taught, and the majority, myself
included, won’t strive for more, unless mote
is demanded. So students and faculty should
criticize the Daily, and expect the highest
quality from it-- it’s the best thing you
can do for them and for me.
Lyst Czuj
Al2184

New Generation Replies:
’Morality Not Doomed’
Editor:
Dr. Lusk’s article on lockout was instructive. A few of his aiguments, such as the
danger of girls sleeping in an unlocked house,
were weak from my point of view hut none
the less rational. On the other hand, his argument concerning "daughters living in homes
for prostitutes" was obviously an emotional
response to the issue of lockout. I suspect.
that when Dr. Lusk leveled his vague charge
of prostitution against those women who are
opposed to lockout, he Was not responding
merely to the question of lockout Itself.
He may have been reacting to an attack
on a cherished symbol. The turning of the
key promptly at such-and-such an hour represents the parental morality, which he takes
to be the only "true" morality. It insures
that the young people are treading safely
along the path that their parents so carefully prepared for them. Ergo, if one is against
lockout, then one is against morality, and
what is mote immoral than a prostitute?
Like Dr. Lusk, I am a married man, so I
too feel that I can speak with some authority.
But I also can speak with some authority
because I am a part of this new generation,
and I think I understand it as well as most
people do. I want to reassure In*. Lusk and
the many parents whom he typifies. Morality
itself is not doomed --only YOUR understanding of it.
Hula

fiettneasey
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Justice ’Rained’ Supreme
When Student Arrested
Editor:
It seems as though some of Hoover’s "Honey
Bunnies" are not as astute as they are cute.
I realize those comprising the vicious mob
surrounding Nick were militant to point of
horror, but his hostile actions still did not
warrant his latest appellation -- societal
nemesis.
The policeman’s arrest was a travesty of
justice. There was no more justification for
his arrest than for the arrest of any other
participant. Nick was chosen as defying a
statute constructed, on Seventh Street, to
facilitate his arrest. He endangered no one’s
life; he did not commit bodily harm with his
picket. If the policeman wished to disperse the
"unruly" crowd, this act would have been
more justified (if justification may be found
in any such censure) than burdening one
Individual with the responsibility for the mass
blockage of the tables by many.
The policeman was arresting a persuasion,
a belief, Alan Kopko represented that unlawful conviction at a time when justice
"rained" supreme.
R. A. Prentip,
A954

Left-Right Breakdown
Due To Views on Man
Editor:

The series of recent articles in the Spartan
Daily on the communications breakdown between the left and right factions on campus
has prompted me to write this article.
Rick Skinner, the author of those articles,
has had some very insightful comments upon
this very real problem, but has failed to go to
the core of the breakdown and inform his
readers why this situation exists. I feel the
problem exists, not simply because the atudents cannot communicate, but because the
two groups hold totally divergent views on
their relationships to their fellow man. The
basic difference is simply that the leftists are
"other motivated." motivated toward and for
the progress of mankind generally. The activists are, therefore. willing, to do something
about the condition of their less fortunate

"friends." The rightists are "self directed,"
directed to the self first and only. The rightist is not his brother’s keeper or helper.
He is his own keeper. He holds that his fellow
man had best do the best he can for himself.
The leftist says, "Yes I can and will help
mankind." The rightist says, "Help yourself
If you can, I’ve enough problems of my own."
Holding these divergent views toward their
relationships to mankind, an essentially emotional, but also somewhat rational point of
view, the two groups will never be able to
bridge the gap because of the very nature
of the split. If a "compromise" were to take
place, a radical reorientation of how each
group sees his relationship to his neighbor
would necessarily have to occur. This will
not likely happen and therefore we ale left
with the split remaining
.
William C. Lelkam
AS808

’Campus Needs Lesson
In Constitutional Rights’
Editor:

Two letters to you on Nov. 1, one from
59 girls of Hoover Hall and the other from
Joseph Reid, indicate that some students on
this campus are sorely in need of a lesson
in constitutional rights,
The girls who praised Officer Chapel for
arresting Nick Kopke obviously don’t have the
slightest conception of justice. What were
Nick’s alleged "hostile" actions? Actually,
Nick was but exercising his constitutional
rights of protest against an organization distasteful to him (U.S. Navy). If anyone was
inciting a riot and threatening the security
of the students, it was those superpatriotic
zealots who threatened and attacked the protestors. Why didn’t OMeer Chapel arrest.
these people? Those civil libertarians of
Hoover Hall should take a look at the 17011
of Rights of this country. Their perversion
of justice is appalling and pathetic.
Joseph Reid, obviously another great defender of individual liberty, would censor all
those with whom he disagrees.
If the "infamous 59 plus one" think that
their freedom begins with the censor and
Intimidation of the Left, then they are fighting a toeing battle.
Roonay
A9815
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College Who’s Who
Award Forms Due
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Education Pre-Reg Opens
Pre-registration fur the spring semester %’, ill be held today and
tomorrow for two upper division classes in the Elementary Ed..calion Division of the School of Education. Students may pre-reg fot
Education 104A (Curriculum and Observation) and Education 143’
(Student Teaching) in ED200 and 11)305.

SJS students will return to the day’s of flapper skirts, raccoon
coats, and straw hats when the 1966 Homecoming Comm:ace presents
Dress-up Day, tomorrow.
Students and faculty are asked by the committee to dress up in
the costumes of the 1920s in conjunction with this year’s Homecoming
theme, "Roarin’ Twenties."
"We have Dress-up Day each year to create a lot more spirit,"
said Bill Honey, Homecoming chairman.
The SJS Rally Committee is assisting the committee with plans
for the annual Dress-up Day.

Library Adds Study Space
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The library will add more study space and additional hours starting Monday, according to Dr. Stuart Baillie, head librarian. This was
decided following a suggestion from Michael Hertel, student representative on the College Library Committee.
A study room on the sixth floor, north wing, LN629, will now be
open same hours as the Reserve Book Room, that is 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday, and 1 to 10 on
Sunday.
This room is meant only for studying
no books, periodicals.
or special services are available here, Dr. BaiDie announced. A total
of 215 desks and chairs are available.

Landscaping Bids Sought
The new year may bring with it the completion of the Tower Hall
landscaping project, originally scheduled for completion by the end
of the fall semester.
Re-bidding on the project was sought late last week. The new
bids will open some time after Thanksgiving vacation.
The low bidder will have 30 days after notification of his acceptance to start the project. A total time of five months has been allotted
to complete the project.
The low bid in last year’s bidding was $16,440 more than the
budget amount of $122,550.
With the completion of the landscaping project, a total of more
than $750,000 will have been spent on the Tower Hall remodeling and
landscaping.

Society Plans Reception
Gamma Theta Upsilon, geography honorary society, will hold its
annual Homecoming reception Saturday, from 5 to 7 p.m., at the Porneroy West Community Center, Benton and Pomeroy, Santa Clara.
All alumni of the society and individuals interested in participating in activities are invited, according to Charles Fichera, publicity
chairman.
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Class To Attend Meeting
SJS students will experience something new Saturday, Nov. 19,
when their industrial-relations class attends a regular trade -union
business meeting at 10:30 am.
Host will be members of Local Lodge 2228 of the International
Association of Machirxists and Aerospace Workers, AFJ.,C10.. ..... G. M. "Mike" Connolly, SJS student, is the president of Local
2228.

New GI Bill Delay
Veterans under the new GI Bill, Public Law 89-358, can look forward to a further delay on the payment of their September checks.
Latest information from the San Francisco regional office indicates a continued delay of perhaps two more weeks for some veterans.
A wait of three weeks from the date stamped on the honor drafts
can be expected by all recipients. The honor draft is the form indicating the amount of monthly payment
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CHRISTMAS CHARTER FLIGHTS
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to coincide with your vacation

New York, round trip, DC -8 Jet, only $195
Chicago, round trip, DC -7 Jet, only $155
Both thew low fares include tat
(Our 4th Big

BEN REICHMUTH, President
Association, is shown selling
senior, some hamburgers to
Alumni Association’s Fund

of the SJS Alumni
Sara Guinn, SJS
help beef up the
for Excellence in

Education. The Third and San Carl2s Street
McDonald’s is donating all profits from the
sale of its hamburgers and cheeseburgers during
Homecoming weekend, Nov. 5 and 6, to FEE.

Tomorrow’s bonfire rally will be
held at 7:30 p.m. in Parking Lot
No. 2 at the Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds, Tully and Tenth
Streets.
’Students, faculty and communiParking
Margaret Ann Lowry. ’48. Stock- ty are urged to park in
\
I
is .eton. They will head local call. Lot No. 1, sine
-HI Harpaigns to reach all SJS alumin III erved for the pi.
/1,111,
low kVilliarns anti Tim
their areas.
efc.icrnen of the Bonin, Rally.

McDonald’s To Donate Profits
"Local business will help beef
up SJS Alumni Association’s drive
for FEE, the Fund for Excellence
in Education, Friday and Saturday." Arthur K. Lund, National
FEE chairman ,announced today.
"The Third and San Carlos
Street McDonald’s will donate all
profits from the sale of its hamburgers and cheeseburgers, daring Homecoming weekend, to
FEE," Lund stated.
"We are glad to see that the
downtown merchants supported

Prof Earns
Study Grant
For Biology
National Science Foundation has
awarded $14,900 to Dr. Howard S.
Shellhammer, associate professor
of biology at SJS for a two-year
study of small animals.
contipuipg,..stpdy, Dr.
..Irj.,
Sheilhammer will research the
chromosome structure of species
of harvest mice and shrews for
evolutionary relationships. Two
species of the harvest mice are
found only in the salt marshes of
the San Francisco Bay. Dr. Shellhammer predicts, because of filling
of the Bay, these two species will
probably be extinct in five to ten
years.
A member of the SJS faculty
since 1961, Dr. Shellhammer has
also participated in National Park
research in the sequoias. He has
also authored scientific papers on
behavior patterns of mice and two
laboratory manuals for introductory college courses in zoology.
A native of California, he holds
B.A. and Ph.D. degrees from the
University of California at Davis.

the college and its drive to increase the educational opportunities available to its students."
Lund added.
FEE, an annual program of financial assistance to the college
has already reached 35 per cent
of its projected $20,000 goal.
Students receiving benefit,: 11.,,
Lund also announced the apWar Orphans Educatioi:
the
pointment of three area chairmen
may sign their monthly
today.
Named area chairmen were: Mil- tion forms this week.
The forms are available in II
fred Olson, ’32, Modesto; Mrs. Olga
Offi/e ADThre.
Batey, ’46, Sacramento; and Mr.

Checks Available

Moderne Drug Le.

CIGS

Lonfire Rally

YOUR
CAMPUS
NEAQUARTERS
FOR

15c

Kleenex

ART MARTINEZ

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA2 Jr., owner

Professional Phartnocisls

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

Year)

New ACSCP VP
Dr. Robert C. Wrede, professor
of mathematics, has been named
vice president of the SJS chapter
of the Association of California
State College Professors (ACSCP),
according to Dr. James Clark,
ACSCP president.
The results of the mail ballot
were announced at the last meeting of the local ACSCP chapter.

Men’s Wear
Corner of 1st & San Carlos
Open: Mon., Thurs. & Fri.
nights until 9 p.m.
First National Charge
Bankamericard
Wc validate parking tickets

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON
MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William 6th & Kayos
10th & Taylor 13th & Jolla’

OUR
RIE :***
Even When She Answers, He Still Gets the Busy Signa
DEAR RES:

Lately, every time I call my girl, she’s either "not in" or "not interested." Last week I called her 23 times and couldn’t even make a
coffee date. The trouble started when she started dating a guy
who owns a Dodge Coronet. Now she goes to parties with him,
dances, football games, etc. Do you think I should call her again,
or should I forget her and break her heart?
DEAR BAD CONNECTIONS:

think your next call should be to your Dodge Dealer. Then make
a date to see the ’67 Coronet, the car that’s breaking hearts all
over America. You’ll find that its good looks are pretty hard to
resist. Now, before you break your girl’s heart, give her another
break. Ask her logo for a ride in your new Coronet. I think she’ll
get the signal.

(.4064.161

el"

XEROX COPIES
10c each
Special ;Nan. Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything

RENT
(student rates)

Space is limited, so make your reservation now!
Clip and Mail This Reservation to:

Charter Flights
1112 Market St.
San Francisco, Calif. 94102
415.431.7515

Late modI standard
New portables
Rental -purchase
Fr dslivary

Here’s the heartbreaker ...’67 Dodge Coronet 500. A campus favorite with its great new looks, ride,
and list of extras that are standard. Like bucket seats with either a companion seat in the middle or a
center console. Plush carpeting. Podded instrument panel. Padded sun visors. Seat belts, front and
rear. A choice ot Six or V8 models. And lots more. So get with ’67 Dodge Coronet and get busy.
DODGE DIVISION

CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORPORATION

Name
Address ...
City
State
Zip
.
Phone .
120 &posit, disck or money order, required with reservetion

96 I. SAN FERNANDO ST.
2954765

15c

56
3 Hershey Bars
10c
2 Toilet Tissue
Paper Towels ...... 10e
29c
Crest lg. size
w/Minimum Purchase
of $2
and

BAD CONNECTIONS

FROM 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Limited Engagement Don’t Miss Out

BEER 10e A MUG

ing the all women’s 2.61 or all
men’s 2.49 grade point average.
Leadership- as demonstrated in
a non -instructional program of at
least a semester’s duration.
Class Standing - upper division
or graduate standing.
Activities - participation in diverse activities, and character.
After receiving nominations, the
committee will contact nominees
and ask them to complete a personal information sheet which will
be considered in the final selection
stages.
Sc’erci
The awards will be presented in
SZUtienlS
who qualify for the
award should have outstanding March, 1967.
contra/IA lOns in the lothwing
areas:
Scholarship -equal to or exceed- - -,,,,. Oate for application for
;
the Who’s Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges award is tomorrow afternoon.
Faculty members and students
submitting nominations for the annual award are reminded to return the forms to the Student
Activities Office, ADM174, by Fridso .
N,, student can he considered by
the -,lectum c,,:untittee unless he
en nomirriled and his name
ha
:411hr:titled at this time.
:10,,,rding to Mrs. Mary Rogers,

’Dress-Up Day’ Tomorrow
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Prof Directs ’Camelot’
San Jose Light Opera Association will open its 32nd season
with Ler ner and Loewe’s
"Camelot ’ under the disection
of Richard D. Parks, instructor
in drama at SJS.
"Camelot" will open Saturday,
at 8:30 p.m. in the San Jose
CiVie AUdiI011U111. It also will
run Friday N3V, 11, Saturday,
Nov. 12. Friiiii Nov. 18. and_

Saturday, Nov. 19.
Reservations mas: be obtained
through the Wendell Watkins
Box Office. 89 S. First St.. San
Jose. Cost is $3 and $2.50 per
ticket.
Parks began his professional
career at the age of five tom ing with a vaudeville show until at the age of seven, when
his voice changed and tm had to
give up that aspect of his career.
"I was not old enough to take
part in the vaudeville of the
1920s. Local citizens would get
together acts, and hire a headliner to draw customers. In this
way vaudeville was revived in old
opera houses." he stated, smiling.
Atter vaudeville, he worked in
over 100 productions for the Palo
Alto Communiiy Children’s The-

When you can’t afford to be drowsy,
inattentive. or anything less than all
there... here’s how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to SIX hours. Safe
and non-habit-forming.

f’

Draws Raves
Henri Honegger, Swiss cellist,
has acquired a national reputatation for super salesmanship.

teacIi

Not only has he handled his own
tour bookings for Bach’s Six

Thrrughout his college career
he has performed in inany professional groups. summer stock,
and tourMg companies. One
company took him over
30,000I miles entertaining over
one million people over a period
of nine months with the Children’s Theatre of the VVest. He
also has been accepted into the
Performer’s Workshop and the
any.
Seattle Repertory

1966 Head SkisNow

Suites for Unaccompanied
loncello, he has draivn rave reviews for his presentation of the
difficult work.

CompII

at These Prices!
Usually
$148.50
128.50
I 12 SO

Competitions
Masters
Standards

Now
$126.50
109.50
95.50

REED’S SPORT SHOP

Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

SWISS Cellist

atre. He then attended SJS and
received his degree in speech
and drama. He studied at the
University of Vii’ashingt.in whei e
he received his M.A. degree, and
is now attending Starford
versity, working for his PhD.
in dramatic literature. He also
is
hing classes in azting,
make-up and math* dramatization at SJS.

HEAD
SKI
SALE

When You Must Keep Alert

Performance Tomorrow

258-5305

3151 Alum Rock

.

SJS PROFESSOR RICHARD PARKS
. directs for San Jose Light Opera’s "Camelot"

Professor’s Wife Exhibits Art Work
fessor of art now on sabbatical,
will be on view at The Art
Gallery, 1114 Brace St., Willow
Glen area through Saturday,
Nov. 19.
Mrs. Oback has exhibited in

Fght

IS ALWAYS THE
BEST PLACE TO BUY FOR
SERVICE AND DEPENDABILITY.

Want a clean, white. bright light? Want to see words etched
away from those
o co
on the page sharp and clear? Want tme
heavy assignments without squinting and eyestrain ?Want a lamp
that gets in close without getting in your way ? Want to burn
the midnight oil without burning up your roommate? Want a
light that lets you concentrate?
Then what you need is a Tensor high -intensity lamp. What
do you mean you can’t afford our $12.95 or $14.95 or $17.50
or $19.95 prices ? Didn’t you know you can get a Tensor for $9.95 ?
So stop squinting. Get a Tensor high-intensity lamp. And
who knows, your grades might even get a little better this term.
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ROBERTS BOOK STORE
SPARTAN BOOK STORE
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Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, Inc.
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with the problem of identity in
being an African," Di. Hi.r.y
Gailey, associate professor of
tory, declared at Wednesday’s

By JOE DEVLIN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"The African novelist Chinua
Achebe, has concerned himself

Get a lensor? high -intensity lamp.

k heAr. you ,ec betnter..

ewsweek
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TICKETS AVAILABLE
Tickets may be obtained in
the Student Affairs Business Oflice for $1.50 to students for a
single concert and $2.50 for both.
Admission to others is $2 for
one program andfor two.
Proceeds will benefit the SJS

Faculty Book Talk, speaking on
the book, "Tnings Fall Apart."
He termed the book a "masterpiece."
For us to understand Africans,
it is not enough to read books
written about Africa, he said.
We should read hooks by Africans about Aftica, the speaker
added.
he writes
"Achebe
sewell;
tirw
sparse prose that is at once,
simple, to the point and full of
meaning," he said. "His allusions to customs, ideas. and philosophical concepts in an African
the cenvillage at the turn
tury, is worth more than a whole
series on anthropoligal papers.
IGNORED SOURCE
eand the rest of the
world: Have ignored this rieh
source of contemporary literature, Africa," Dr. Galley continued.
"There is a real need for people, not only specialists, to read
the works, in English and
French, of these excellent poets,
novelists and playwrights, not
just to understand a culture, but
because they write well, and
they have something to say,"
he added.
Fall
in
’Things
"Achely,
Apart,’ has depicted the juxtaposition of one culture with another, in the conflict of changing
society brought about by English
penetration in Eastern Nigeria
through missionaries and government intersvntion."
TRAGIC HERO
Dr. Gailey continued, "Okonkwo, the protagonist of the
novel, is as murili a tragic hero
as Oedipus. The anthem has carefully depicted the alienation of
a man from his own people, in
to
inability
individual’s
the
change with the times."
The novel centers on Okonkwo, a self-made and successful
man striving for an ascendant
positiII in his Nigerian village.

a

52 weeks for only$4.50

prejudice is the only prejudice
now considered socially acceptable " THE LITTLE MAGAZINES OF
THE NEW LEFT. Youth, militancy.
energy and naivete provide the
bounce. BLACK POWER. How deep
the split in the civil rights move
ment? AUTO RACING. The Year of
the Ford VIETNAM. The polls and
the war. SCIENCE. Shattering the
antimatter mirror.
On and on it goes, week after
week -page after page of reward- ing reading like this. Start enjoying it now.

DID YOU MISS THESE
NEWSWEEK STORIES???
BRITAIN’S WITH-IT SOCIETY. Are ""’""""
they "switched -on" or just "a
coffin of tartedup people"? THE
DRAFT, 1966. Who’s going, what
they face, how they feel about it.
ISO AND THE MIND DRUGS. A trip
with the acid heads and an appraisal of the perils. POP...IT’S
WHAT’S HAPPENING. "The greatest pop -art object in the world is
the planet Earth " WHAT ROLE
FOR THE EDUCATED WOMAN? "Sex

Special Offer for Students Only

52 weeks for only S4.50
gamy

CRY

WOULDN’T LISTEN
"They told me that Bach was
all tight for New York. but that
in the small cities and towns of
America no one would listen to
Ws music. So I said ’thank you,’
and put on my hat and left,"
Honegger recalls.
The cellist then arranged his
own tour by: personally writing
to more than 2.000 American
dncolleges.
a
universities
"Do you know," he comments
with glee, "I find that students
love Bach. He is accepted in
t he small towns with mom enthusiasm than in big cities!
People want to hear ’new’ Bach,
and I shall continue to play
those suites everywhere."

SJS History Professor Des cribes African Novelist
As Key To Understanding Dark Continent’s Culture

textbook
squint.

YOUR
FAVORITE
BOOKSTORE

Murray tells
you the inside
story of the
Beatles and all
abociut American
singing groups,
eejays, how to
get into the
music business,
and how to
cope
with your
parents. There’s
a
special Super
ma n comic
book insert
in
living color,
A nd never
before -pub
fished photos.

10 California shows. She recently won Best of Show and first
place awards at ’Me Concord
Art Association Annual.
The artist. who received a degree in music from Stetson
versity in Deland, Fla.. also has
exhibited works at the Walnut
Creek Annual and Jack London
Festival shows.

A one-woman exhibit of works
by Mrs. Ruth McDaniel Oback,
vvife of Nels ()back, SJS pro-

The Suites in G Major, No. 1;
in C minor, No. 5; and in C Major, No. 3 will be performed at
8:15 p.m. tomorrow in Concert
Halt.
The Suites in D Minor. No.
2; in E-flat Major, No. 4; and in
D Major, No. 6, will be performed at the same time and
place Monday.

Music Department Scholarship
Fund.
It has been noted that when
Honegger first approached a
!imminent New York agency to
take over his management and
declared his intention to feature
the Bach suites, the officials
were horrified.

State

tie

11 Sf11 a atomiser al tho faculty 1 will take advantage of your
swim: oducator’s rats: 3 years for $14. Sam refund guaranloa

BRING THIS CilUPON TO 1HE BOOKSTORE FOR SKIM. CAMPUS RATE

Newsweek, 6SA2I
117 East Third Street,
Dayton, Ohio 45402
I want Newsweek to keep
me in the know for the next
52 weeks for $4.50 with the
understanding that you
guarantee full satisfaction
or a prompt refund on any
unfulfilled portion of my
subscription after three
issues.
Thld often Newsitan-d
cost:
$4.50
less than
$20.80
apt !. copy
go a copy
subscriphonSg 00
- less than led a COPi

The story takes place in the
late 19th century, and in it
the author has dramatized the
coherent, patterned past of his
people and the effects of Western civilization wain it.
ALIEN LIFE
’’The story of a strong man,"
as the jacket tells us, the book
deals with an alien way of life
to us, shown from the inside.
The village, and its ancient culby
traditions
tural
iId
edavare
ni
emissaries of the Western world.
who bring their religion, government, and skW in fragmentary
form to these people.
The son of a missionary teacher, Achebe won a scholarship
secondary
government
to a
school. He attended the
to
at
Ibadan
College
versity
study medicine, but switched
after a year to the !Therall arts
and edited the student magazine. He has been active on the
Nigerian Broadcasting system,
and is still active in novel
writing.

4IJiU ii11
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inc. tax
Round Trip

From San Jose to London:

June 13
Fri,15

Paris

SO

SAM

Joie’

Sept. 10
OR
From San Jose o London:

June 17
From Paris fo San Jou..

Sept. 4
Call
Prof. David Mage
at SJS, Ext. 2562
af Home, 264-9275
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Some of Yell Leader’s Enthusiasm
Rubs Off On Enthusiastic Rooters
It) JOE DEVLIN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
San Diego State is rolling over
the Spartans in an enormous upset. Danny Holman is thrown
for a loss, and another, and another.
But does the SJS crowd sit
and teat fully pull their hair out?
No! Thanks to

the

spirited en-

thusiasm of Jim Conklin and his
team of yell leaders, the stands
are cheering up ai storm, win or
lose.
"When we started this year,
SJS had no tradition of spirit.
and our job has been to start
that tradition, now," said Conklin in an interview.
Conklin, who has been yell
leading since high school is assisted by Ned Burrows, a junior, 20; Hank Cavalier, a senior,
21; Jerry Nordernan, a Junior,
20; and Clark Heiruich,
senior, 21.
"They are the brain trust,"
he said. "They supply the ideas
and the good looks."
Each week the group has a
’train storming session, in an almost impossible effort to coordinate their activities for the
game, which are in large measure. spontaneous, said Conklin.
"It has been an ideal year for
yell leading," he said.
The enthusiastic crowd at the
games seem to indicate they
think it has been an ideal year
for yell leaders. This is probably
because Conklin and the others
enjoy the game of football, and
supplement the action of the

Dav:es and Ned Burrows. Aiding Conklin this
year are Burrows, Cava!ier, Nordeman and
Heirrich. They will appear this weekend when
SJS plays Idaho at Spartan Stadium.

HEAD YELL LEADER Jim Conklin (fop row,
third from left) stands with last semester’s group;
included are (top row, left to right) Clark Heinrich, Hank Cavalier, Conklin, and Jerry Norde-

a

man; (bottom row) Dennis Brusaschetti, Bob

Children’s Authoress
To Speak Tomorrow
been speaking on "Children’s
Book Week."
Miss Gates is especially famed
for her poignant portrayal of a
migrant girl in her book, "Blue
Willow." Her other books include "Cat and Mrs. Cary,"
"Little Vic," "My Brother Mike,"
"North Fork," "River Ranch,"
"Sarah’s Ideas," "Sensible Kate"
and "Trouble for Jerry."

Tickets are still available to
hear Miss Doris Gates. former
SJS librarian and authoress of
children’s books. She will speak
on campus tomorrow at 7:30
p.m. in the college cafeteria.
Tickets may be reserved at 2946414, ext. 2406. Admission is
$1.50 for adults and $1 for children.
Miss Gates will speak at a dessert sponsored by Delta Phi Upsilon, national honorary fraternity of childhood education.
She was a SJS librarian instructor and on the library staff
from September 1940 to June
1942.
She will arrive tomorrow at.
SJS from a speaking engagement
in Denver, Colo.. \\ here she has

Forms Due
By Friday
For Contest
The campus organization of
the Institute of Religion of the
Latter Day Saints will choose
a queen to reign over its Sweetheart Ball to be held Friday,
November 25.
According to Roger K. Black,
election chairman, applications
must be turned in at the institute office at the corner of San
Fernando and Tenth Streets by
noon tomorrow.
Any single coed who is a member of the Institute program is
eligible and anyone may place a
coed’s name in candidacy.
Voting will take place start log Monday.

Folk Music Tuesday
Traditional and contemporary
folk music will be presented by
"The New Folk," a new sound
in folk music, Tuesday at 8 p.m.
in Morris Dailey Auditorium,
The event is free to the public
and is sponsored by Campus Crustale for Christ.

_
Drive-in and Dining Room Service
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SKI JAMBOREE ’66
Friday, November 4

Pavilion Building

Saturday, November 5

Santa Clara Fairgrounds

Match Box
EN6AGEN1ENTS
Margaret R. Lee, sophomore
history major from San Francisco. to Gerald M. T. Young,
senior psychology major f rom
Honolulu, Hawaii. The couple
plan to marry Dee. 18.
Marcia Kelley, junior accounting major from Ventura, to 011
Lowry, former econqtnics major
from Santa Monica. Miss Kelley
is affiliated with Chi Omega sorority and Lowry is a member
of Theta Chi fraternity. The
couple have set June 25 as their
wedding date.
Sally Hart, junior sociology
major from Alamo to Don
Phelps, graduate public administration major from Sunnyvale.
Miss Hart is a member of Delta
Gamma sorority and Phelps is
affiliated with Kappa Sigma.
They will marry Feb. 5, 1967.
Karen Sabin, senior physical
education major and a member
of Tau Gamma sorority, to Bob
Burrows, graduate physical education major from San Jose. The
couple have not set their wedding date yet.
Betsy Van Orsdel, senior physical education major and a
member of Kappa Alpha Theta,
to !tennis (’orcoran, senior history major from Santa Anna.
Corcoran attends the University
of California at Santa Barbara.
The couple plan to marry Friday, Nov. 25. After graduating
this June they will both serve
in the Peace Corps in Brazil.
:Karel Wittenberg, senior sociology major from Sherman
iiii
at111111111111111111WrI

I

Oaks, to Fred Kipp, from Sepulueda. Kipp is employed at Universal Credit Corp. Miss Wittenberg is a little sister of Delta
Sigma Phi. The couple plan to
marry sometime this spring.
PI NNINGS
Sue Scribner, senior English
major from San Leandro, to Rob
Friedlander. senior physical education major from North Hollywood. Miss Scribner is a member of Alpha Phi sorority and
Friedlander is affiliated with
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
Beverley Ann Miller, junior
English major from San Jose, to
Herman Eugene Rodloff Jr.,
graduate math major from San
Jose, Rodloff is a member of
Alpha Phi Omega fraternity.
Caroline Myers, sophomore
English major from Pensacola,
Fla., to Roy Frank, sophomore
business major from Los Altos
Hills. Miss Myers is a member of
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority and
Frank is affiliated with Sigma
Phi Epsilon.

KLIV’s Grant Plummer

CYPRESS GREENS
GOLF COURSE

Monday fhru Friday

Monday thru Friday

$1.25

:4E1-

$1
Sun. & Holidays
after 12 noon

Sat.,

$1
2050 S. White Rd. 258-3361
(off Story Rd. east)

Monday thru Friday

$1.25
Adults $1, Students 75c

Banquet Room

Children Under 10 Free with Adults

for Student Parties
IseatIng capacIty 200)

Pfrall12

11
E

..e...cesces- ....wesoaccocosce
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1560 N. First Street

286-8800

AllinJrZED
DEALER

MUSTANG SHOP

4.1.141 S

"417" DACRON’/COTTON OXFORD
Permanently -pressed the day they’re
made, these oxford favorites

are a

Dacron.’ polyester/35% cotton. Authentic styling
with slimmer, trimmer fit; classic button-down collar: front placket and
smooth blend of 65%

back pleat. In White, Blue. Maize,
Linen, Pink, Champagne. Also stripes

PLEASANT HILLS
GOLF COURSE

Tours

Hours: 6 p.m. until 1 a.m.

Spartan Volkswagen

i11111111munilinimummtifiltimmu

THUNDERBIRD
GOLF COURSE

259-3355
221 S. King Rd.
(only I rnlle east of campus)

Door Prizes

They figure he works on Volkswagens
only and they never change, so why ask?
That hurts us.
VWs change all the time (always for the
better).
In 19 short years, we’ve mode over 5,000
changes.
Most people just didn’t notice them (which
is one reason why VWs never go out of
style).
But our mechanic memorized every one.
So next time you see a VW mechanic, ask
him "What’s new?"
It’ll mean a lot.

feteVE

$1.25
Sat., Sun. & Holidays
after 12 noon

Fashion Show

People
seldom ask
aVW mechanic
"What’s new?"

PERMANENT-PRESS VANOPRESS!

with

Entertainment

iniere,ted in 111 direct ion.
New yell leaders will be
chosen for the spring, by a selection committee of people from
the executive rally committee,
representative
a
songleaders,
from the athletic department,
Conklin, and Roger Muzzy, the
director of the marching band.
Conklin and his yell leaders
will appear this weekend at the
SJS-Idaho game

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

FACULTY AND STUDENT RATES

Ski Movies

"It anyone can tout a way to
inspire fans, where the action is
continuous, as in basketball, in
the Spartan Gym, please let me
know." Conklin said.
Conklin, a member of Alpha
Tau Omega, will be retiring
from yell leading after the Fresno game. He will earn his B.A.
In January, 1968, in art education. He hopes to teach on the
college level some lay. and is
_

GO IN VAN HEUSEN

SKI SW 11’ and EN lulus

Lift Passes

game rathei than intrude uptin
It.
"I’m a great Fan of at
said Conklin. "I like to play the
game. I religiously read the
sports pages, and I memorize
statistics."
The play is never missed, hecause the yells are timed for
the breaks, and then performed
quickly and clearly by the leaders and the erowd.
When the ball is in play, the
yell leaders are always knelt
down, out of the way of the
spectators, watching all the action themselves.
This year they went to freshman camp to build spirit in the
new students. The 400 people
that participated in the ramp
have become the core of a vastly expanding group of participants in the yells at the game,
he said..
Conklin has no complaints
with the great enthusiasm shown
by Spartan fans this year.
The yell leaders and song
leaders have not been sent to
any of the games played by SJS
away from home, however, and
he feels that at least the song
leaders should travel whenever
the band does, as they perform
throughout the game and practice their routines as rigorously
throughout the fall, as does the
band and the Band Aides.
The yell leaders went up to
the Oregon game on their own.
and paid for their own lodging
there.
The biggest problem for the
yell leaders Is at the basketball
gatnes, he said.

2050 S. White Rd. 258-3361
(off Story Rd ttast)
Must have A S B cards on all +Mee courses
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of

the same colors on white. Short

sleeve

$6,

Long sleeve

$7

*DuPont (TM) for its polyester fiber
OPEN A PALISON’S CHARGE ACCOUNT --TAKE 12 MOS. TO PAY
SAN FRANCISCO. KEARNY & SUTTER DALY CITY.
WESTLAKE SAN MATEO, HILLSDALE SAN LEANDRO.
BAY FAIR SAN JOSE, VALLEY FAIR SAN JOSE, 1:%
S. FIRST ST STOCKTON, WEBERSTOWN FREMONT.
MOUNTAIN VIEW, MAYFIELD MALL
THE HUB

ed--Piirrix DLITT

Thurs.isv Nrovrorher
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Soccer Team To Battle
Harriers Shoot for National Berths Dons for League Title

Endlust the Seginlling
The cross-country ’a as

mry la’ M1 ,11d0 . Nov. 21, at the Iri .ernear an end. but the real challetice ,ity of Kansas campus.
coach Tracy Walters put ii.
for the SJS bari-atis
ite.t
ii nil! be difficult to select oril
se en to Milk,. the trip ’
The SPali!.
11" Ut
five straight \VMS in an ande:e !tett
!
The ten i. J.5’ campaign and hope to add No. C Ion Sullivan, Bin 1
r.
teday at the Santa Teresa Coume. lc.lemmer. Steve Ia
i
meet will be the iast hon. Chuck Au is
r
I..
le.rA 10 SJS run- Geor,:e Weed and
ir
n it in ii manner that have shown they are top rtinne,,
o.. to
Lowit,s, Sullivan. Latigdon, Elmoii _l; lead to the national chain1 mer and Brown have been among
-Id
in Lawrence. Kansas.
.,i.
! ’ the lop canners in all of the meets
just
luring the season. Weed
(-’timing into hi, . v n hen a co.tIy 1

the, right equipmeitt.
up "itt the, snutc!"

Hy JIM STREET
splrtait Dab Sports Writer
to
foot injury sidelined him for two tingent to Kansas. Lower is a
turim: the past year the SJS
a, ’I
He ran his best race of ter six-mile runner than a tout’ .e,isan at Cal Poly three miler and this could help him in sciccer team has been waiting for
:a
i;ne game in particular, and that
.,, 1.. ,
but the injury, incurred his running for the national berth.
,aele will he phyed Saturday.
.... ii..tice the following week.
The entire squad has shown
Two of the be,t soccer teams on
itueld .i sudden end to his corn- measurable litt provonent during
the west coast and possibly the
, iii;ta.
the season. It is imposnilItt to tics - eount ry It -k horns at the Univerhas put on one of the bigpale one rave with another be- 1sity of San Franeiseo in the feat . iam season charges that Val cause of the factor that all courses tired WCISC’ game of the year
Ii’, ever seen. Ills times have:
are not the same. Individual per- thus far.
by more than 30 seconds
formances do show adequate comBoth clubs enter the contest una, a six-mile race.
parison values, however.
defeated and own identical 5-0
’This is truly amazing," WaiAt the Sacramento State Invi- contemner, records.
ters said. "Ind comes from hard
tational at the first of the seaThe Spai Lin, have gone through
work in practice."
son, only one SJS lunner defeated eight games this season without a
Cal’s Bob Price. That was Lowry, loss while the Dons have swept to
IN AND OUT
Lower has run in and out of the who had to put on a last ditch seven consecutive wins.
top seven all year and is hoping stretch rim to SUI’llatiS the Bear
SJS is hoping to avenge a 1-0
!!! make another "in" move today runner. Last week, however, four defeat to the hands of the Dons
Pri-e.
and join the Spartan varsity con- / Spartan !linnets defeated
year that cost them the league
tliti e. The teams played to a 1-1
tin their first match last season.
, or the first time in three
games, coach Julie Menendez’
team will be at full strength. SecA series of frank and open discussion! at St. Joseph ’a C111111111C Church,
ond team AU-American Frank
corner of Market and Sall Fernando Streets. San Jane State students
Mangiola returns to the goalie poare esperially invited.
i sition after missing three games
TIME: 8 p.m. EVERY THI’RSDAY
because of a knee injury.
PI WE: ST. JOSEPH’S CHURCH LIBRARY AT MARKET AND
SCORING DUO READY
SAN FERNANDO STREETS
High -scoring Henry Camacho
Iro; been bothered with recurring
cotholic and non-Cathodic. you are cordially invited, whether you hare
oot injuries but is reported ready
any particular faith or not, if you are seeking or merely curio",
1..r full-time duty. Gary Iacini suftered a foot injury in the Olymi Trials last week in Spartan
..4tadium, but the stocky centerforward is mended and will start.
Ed Suarh, the highest scorer in
recent games, including a big five
goal performance against the Cal
Aggies, has also been listed as a
starter for the Spartans by Menendez.
Mani Gonzales and Fred Nourzad are scheduled to open at halfIf
Repair
10!; Discount
backs. Steve Locci, Jean Canabou,
To All SJS
III Foreign
Joe Sermol and Jim Parravi will
Students.
(.ars
also start for the Spartan kickers.
SJS was given a boost this week
%t hen Gordon Miller reported that
ho was re:aly far lciwthy action.

QUEST FOR TRUTH

Miller suffered an injury early in tans own victories over Chico
the season and has come back for State, Stanford, Cal, San Francisco State, and the Cal Aggies.
relief duties in recent weeks.
while the Dons have beaten San
TIME,
TOUGH
Francisco State, Pacific, Stanford,
The h’nthsscoring Spartan club Chico State and Cal Aggies.
Only one game will remain for
will get their stiffest test of the
season against Don goalie Mike SJS after Saturday’s contest. Pa.
Nan,/ l’. He has allowed only two eific travels to Spartan Stadium
goals in the USF’s seven wins, and Friday. Nov. 11. for the final
is considered by opposing coaehes league game.
as All-American potential.
In a preliminary contest, the
Several players who led the ime beaten Spartan junior varsity
Dons to the conference title last club will go after their fifth win.
year are back at USF. Henry Con- In their last outing, the Spartatreras, Luis Sagastume, Sand or babes dropped a 5-0 decision to the
Rites and Eduardo Rangel were strong College of San Mateo team.
CSM has been beaten only by
All -Conference selections last year.
With the addition of three teams City College of San Francisco this
to the conference this year, the season and that by one point.
Junior varsity coach Colin LinSpartans and Dons meet only once.
Menendez said the Spartans are dores stated following the game
hoping to stop Sagastume, al- that the loss to CSM probably
though Rangel and Contreras are helped the team more than its five
wins.
the top scorers.
"San Mateo is one of the two
Sagastume is the playmaker on
the club and has been one of the best junior colleges in the west
and I think the boys learned a lot
key’s to their success.
In league competition the Spar- from the game."
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Sec us while the

skiing season is:

young.

Auto Transmission Repair

We’ll be glad

to hc!p you.

9ranco4 Trinomi-mion cpeciali4t.3

440 S. Winchester Blvd.
Oppo.ite Mystery House

Pone 244-0880
Ti-,’.

j

Fri. unt,I 9 p.m., Tues., Wed., & Sat. until 6 p.m.

117 E. Santa Clara

Free

286-.1.0:14

Free Towing

1.,tiniale,

--Photo by Bob Carr (Taft College photographer)
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To all
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Bernard, left, moves out against Taft
MOVING OUT Brian
with Mike Scrivner ready to open some running room. The Sparta.
babesdidn’t open enough holes against the rugged Taft College
gridders, who pounded out a 62-6 victory last Saturday. The
frosh hope to improve on the showing tomorrow against the San
Francisco State frosh in an afternoon battle in the City.

I -404.6.C..itif..t:,.....?..."7r.-^....7.c,r,lArIICWAG

Thursday -Friday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Saturday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

CARS ON DISPLAY! DRIVERS IN PERSON!
ALL FREE IN THE BIG TENT AT GOODYEAR!
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LE MANS FORD GT-40
MPH coupe: part of the
2C,
,n team at Le Mans,

AMERICAN EAGLE "INDY" CAR
Ertd-rnwinmd. rear 0 .
1966 ,r
Jn.rry

IN PERSON!
JERRY GRANT ... famous driver at
Indy as well as sport cars and stocks.

Lahti -loved son.

PRIZES DAILY’.
recistet at Coioilear. 1 on
\,
hgatioe:
iit psi 0 HI to (Slit . .
itottt- s, ill he notified

ROGER McCLUSKY
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III !dame

Indy driver: 1966 Sprint Car Cham-
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l\ inners (drawing each evening )
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SUSAN ARY . . .
of the "Big Inch 5’

dragster.

"MO INCH 5" DRAGSTER
were, ,
205 MPH al !he quarter ra

(Phone for date/time of appearance)

katouncing tie(’ new Yiet ate45 POtti
BLUE
STREAK

and

wner-builder

I it ‘. Of!! ,a1r.

WIDE
TREAD

. . well-known

qcoodyeaP

... now availa6le jot- youP cap!

Not racing tires, but oi,,

high-performance street tires ..

SPEEDWAY BLUE STREAK TIRE

Just like Goods ear raring tires, the Speedway Blue Streak has
a blue-rubber narrow side wall ring plus raised white-ruhher

lettering. Bladed edge: wrap-artum11 shoulder: Tufsyn rubber
tread: 4 low-angle its lon cord piles.

tested

at

speeds over 120 miles per hour.

SPECIAL FREE 3-BAR
KNOCKOFFS

SPEEDWAY WIDE TREAD TIRE

It,. aide ... tip to 2 inches wider than conventional tires. Standard equipment on the hottest 1067 ears., wrap-ar lll nd sl bier:
has-it oglenylon cord body; tough ’rufsyn rubber tread. Available in red stripes or white.

aL.,
14" or 15"

with every Crager
A. J. Foyt "mag type"
wheel this week!

2 for only $64

Budget Terms Low as $3 a Week for Set of 4
EXHIBIT TENT LOCATED ON PARKING COURT AT
phone 296-4360
Bill3146DeaneGOODYEAR
Stevens Creek Blvd. (one block West of Winchester)
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Judokas Go Sunday_ ’That
That Means (Grid) War
I
Seek Better Results Vandals To Invade Spartan Territory
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The rebuilding SJS judo team
gees to Palo Alto Sunday in
soareh of better treatment than
what they received from the SJS
alumni in Spartan Gym last week.
Backed by former All-Americans
the alums soundly dumped the
varsity club 100-17, in a match
that officially launched the campaign for Yosh Uchida’s Judoists.
Jim Gillespis captured the lone
win for the Spartans.
Coach Uchida was not upset
over the lopsided loss and praised
his club for their "never-give-up"
attitude.
TREMENDOUS SPIRIT
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lot

"They showed a tremendous
amount of spirit, and even though
they were outclassed in most of
the matches, did a good job," the
Spartiin head mentor said.
The SJS varsity team gained
needed experience in the matches,
and that in itself could prove to
be a plus factor as the season
wears on.
"We need more experience, but

JET-EUROPE
Did you ever try hitchhiking across the English Channeil Would
you celebrate the
Fourth of July with a
snowball fight? Have
you dreamed of wandering through Paris
. .
or Rome . .. or
You can. Hare a balil
Fly to Europe this summer.

$399

Roelof

Trip,
tee
call. Bill Riley, 287-6973

the boys have the spirit to make
big improvements during the season," Uchida added.
NOT A STIFF

The competition at the Palo Alto
meet will not be as stiff as their
first meet, and Uchida is taking
25 judoists to the meet.
Many of the top judo teams on
the west coast are expected to
attend. University of California.
and Stanford are the primary colleges along with SJS in the meet,
but such clubs as San Jose Buddhists, San Jose Judo School, Palo
Alto Judo School, and the Mann
Judo Club are expected to attend.
In Judo, the weight of the performer does not matter, but competitors are placed against one another by the rank in which they
hold.
RANKS
Ranks are white, brown and
black belt categories.
Those making the trip for SJS
will be Ron Asai, Mark Bullock,
George Henderson, Tim Anderson,
Rich Flynn, Bill Gouin, Stan Hatune, John Kimuri, Larry Lambert, Phil Larocca, Peter Mayeda,
Roger Miller, Masa Nakao, Allen
Okamota, Erwin Ozawa, Tony Pagan, Jim Pennington, San Jumudri, Luis Soletski, Harukski Takemoto, Dad Vogel, Norio Yokov,
Bob Zombetti and Paul Kodani.
Uchida praised Gillepsi for his
performance against the alums
and is expecting several more of
his judoists to join in the win
circles at Palo Alto.
Following the Sunday match, the
Spartans will take two weeks off
in preparation to the Sunday, Nov.
20 Promotional and Invitational at
San Jose Buddhist.

STUDENTS
See Kress & Co. for your everyday needs
and receive a 10% discount on all merchandise purchases by showing your ASB card.
S. 11. KRESS & CO.

170 S. First

By LEE .111’ILLERAT
Spartan Dully Sports Editor
All out warfare will blast out of
Spartan Stadium Saturday when
the SJS footballers engage the
University of Idaho in the afternoon Homecoming battle.
The attacks will be varied with
the Spartans striking via blitzkrieg the air
and the Vandals
pushing on ground strength.
With SJS dependent on the right
arm of Danny Holman and Idaho
equally reliant on the rushing of
Ray McDonald, the two phases
will dominate the game.
Some variances are possible.
however.
The Spartans may see better
times if Walt Blackledge is fit to
go. The shifty halfback, sensational in the Stanford game, has
been shelved since a second half
injury in the season opener. His
availability is uncertain. however.
If Blackledge does play, it is questionable how much punishment his
tender ribs can tolerate.

(Not Chance) IS

YOURS AT ALCO
the TICKET for ’67
X HARMAN-KARDON

SAN JOSE

79 S. 3rd
Also in
Campbell
Mt. View
Santa Clara

I Intramurals
FOOTBALL

Alpha Tau Omega took the first
step toward defending its all-college intramural football championship by grabbing up the fraternity
title Tuesday with a 6-0 win over
SAE.
The Taus scored on a 10-yard
touchdown pass from Bill Ardis to
Rich Kuechkle.
In other games Tuesday, Lambda Chi downed Delta Upsilon, 12-7,
Sigma Nu shut out Theta Chi,
12-0, DSP fell to Sigma Phi Epsilon, 18-0, and Sigma Chi topped
Kappa Sigma, 6-0.
The Taus will face the winner
of the Independent playoffs for the
all-college championship Thursday.
Nov. 10.
TomotInw is the deadline [iii entries in intramural bowling.
Director Dan Unruh expects between 35-50 teams to sign up for
bowling this year. Teams will consist of four men and an alternate,
and play will be twice a week.
Entries may be obtained in Unruh’s office, MG121.
TURKEY TROT AND HUNCH
Deadline for entries in both the
turkey trot and hunch basketball
is Thursday. Nov. 12.

vi the Panwasaw/ aec

The fire of love lies in the heart.
What better way to reflect its
earthly glow than through the
diamond’s scintillating beauty
and symbolism. Like your love.
It must be the finest expression
of nature’s art. To understand
the heart and soul of a diamond
also requires art on the part of
your jeweler. Let our trained
member of the American Gem
Society advise you properly on
the ultimate token to your
beloved...either in an engage.
anent diamond, or one indicative of your present position.
MEMBER AMERICAN OEM SOCIETY 0

k***********************
Ride Assured Be Insured
4, MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE ;
Cell or See:

Other changes are in the Vandal line as the Vandal coach has
John Maynard Insurance
been dissatisfied with blocking and
at 1268 Lincoln Ave.
San Jose *
pursuit.
Call 293-8085 or 293-8086
Hoping to prove stronger against
We Finance Your Premium
*
the rush than they performed last eantr*********************

Choose from
Roast Reef. Chicken,
Sauerbraten or
Various Entrees

Famous
Hoflorau Band
Fri. & Set.

Served Daily:
4,30.8 p.m.
Sunday:
I a.m.4 p.m.

8:30 p.m..1:30 a.m.

ad,. City Allra.
51 S. Market

297-2002
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Reading Dynamics Graduates
average 7.3 limes faster
than their starling speeds
...and with good comprehension

il

(;E. (WOWS IS

Ben Stein, Student
Kathleen Fernandez,

Student
-KarenliVest, Teaeher
Clyde Christofferson. Student
Benjamin Green, Naval Architect
Peter Momfield, Student
John Dittmer, Dentist
Gene Timmon, Minister
W. W. Trusz, Engineer

Eight Readies
15 wk 8th wk
227 l.5t4
284 2,806

561
671
227
335

Difficult
1st wk 8th wok
186 900
179 2,520
392 2,080
392 2,000
193 4,000
219 800
213 2,000
375 1,200
330 1,600
311 1,050
260 3.800
295 1,700
331 1,400
308 1,200
278 2,000
144 3,600
266 1,400

2,000
2.500
3,768
1.600

304

3,003

350
441
364

2,700
2,197
3.486

304

4,700

592 2,961

John M. Gage, Student

Louis Constine, Student
Richard A. Hein, Engineer
Steve Feldstein, Student
Lyle R. Johnson, Market Analyst
Kathleen Smith, Student

Ron Katz, Real Estate Sales
L. B. Hooper, Doctor

351 3,700
548 2.126
365 4,500
395 3,500

M,M INBMLI!PIO

Money back guarantee
We guarantee to increase the reading efficiency of
each student AT LEAST 3 times. We will refund the
entire tuition to any student who, after completing
minimum class and study requirements, does not at
least triple his reading efficiency as measured by
our beginning and ending tests. Reading efficiency
combines rate and comprehension, not speed alone.

SEE FREE DEMONSTRATION

350 2,800
392.3 2933.0 274.8 1955.9
7.5 times
7.1 times
7.3 times

Discovered by Utah school teacher
Evelyn Wood first observed fast reading 18 years
ago when a university professor read her term paper
at an amazing 6,000 words a minute.
Mrs. Wood’s curiosity caused her to look for other
exceptional readers, and over the next few years,
she found 50 people who could read faster than
1,500 words a minute, with fine comprehension, outstanding recall, and great reading satisfaction. She
was now sure it was possible to read faster than
anyone had thought. but the question ot now was not
yet answered. It took 8 years of toil and research,
working with "natural" fast readers before she
developed a technique whereby average students
learn to read 3 to 10 times faster.
The first Reading Dynamics Institute was opened in
Washington, D.C. in September, 1959. Since that
time institutes have been opened in 63 cities
throughout the country, and national enrollment for
the course now tops 200,000.

SAN JOSE
Hyatt House
Thursday, November 3, 8 p.m.

SANTA CRUZ
Dream Inn

Thursday, November 3, 8 p.m.
ID One person at each demonstration will win a fully
paid scholarship to Reading Dynamics.

D You will see a Dynamics graduate read at amazing speeds from a book he has never seen before
and then tell in detail what he has read.
E1 You will see a documented film that includes
actual interviews with Washington Senators who have
taken the course.
1:1 You will learn how we can help you to faster reading, with improved comprehension, greater recall.

Now mastering for new classes
For further information mail coupon or call

Evelyn Wood

READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
SAN FRANCISCO

690 Market St
434-0707

625 Town & Country Village
241-1759
San Jose

No skimming techniques used
At a recent teacher training conference Mrs. Wood
emphasized that dynamic reading is nothing like the
skimming techniques commonly used in speed
reading courses. "You read five times faster," she
pointed out, "not by reading every fifth word, but
by reading five times as many words in the same
amount of time." Mrs. Wood emphasized that using
her technique of rapid reading, every word on the
page is read.

Here are the beginning and ending
speeds, in words per minute, of a
typical cross section of recent
Reading Dynamics graduates in
Northern California.
Reading

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA OFFICES

MORTO

Until 9:30 p.m.
ON.

Last week against University of
Pacific saw the usually steady 4
Spartan line battered for 218- with 142 of the distance from powerful Jack Leyland.

Average speed:
Increase:
Average increase:

Open Mon., Than. & Fri.
n J.v

$1 79

BATTERED LINE

defensive duty as doctors fear ball

X JAMES B. LANSING
X WOLLENSACK
X SYLVANIA
X RCA-VICTOR
X ELECTRO-VOICE
X MASTERWORKS
X PANASONIC
X WHARFDALE
X l’ICKERING
X FISHER
SCOTT
X SONY
JENSEN
AMPEX
GARRARD
ZENITII
KOSS
FANON
X EMPIRE
HITACHI
kill
X OK!
LLOYDS

VANDAL REVISIONS

week, the Spartans have had
Drills ease ott today, however. trainer Liodsy McLean.
Holman, still bothered by back
as Anderson will give the team it
lengthy drills stressing defense.
Keeping the team drilling until chance to rest their aching bodies. wounds, will go against the Vandarkness has ended practice ses- "Everyone’s a little sore," notes dals with a special back brace.
sions, coach Harry Anderson is
kg,/ APirAiliy4/1101,.44,\ its. in. 4 .11%. irect5./.p....1.1%. J5. J..
running the SJS loot ba I le rs
through stringent practice.
"We’ve got our work cut out
-44sgenlic german goof
for us. McDonald is a bruising
back, and we’ll certainly have to
SPECIAL
look better than we did last week."
STUDENT’S DINNER .

ANDERSON POSSIBLE
Danny Anderson, tiltsent the past
three weeks, may be in action, too.
If available. Anderson will see only

BOWLING

* HI-Fl CHOICE *

carrying dut y might aggrevate
his wounds.
Fur the Vandals, an air attack
may evolve.
Hoping to take some of the pressure off McDonald, Idaho coach
Steve Musseau has moved Steve
Garman to quarterback.
In last week’s losing effort
against Oregon, Garman took over
mist-way through the game. In all,
Vandal backs tossed 33 passes.
McDonald, meanwhile, was held to
92 yards in 19 carries.
Regular quarterback John Foruria, whose runs on option plays
killed the Spartans last year,
moves to second string.

PALO ALTO

770 Welch Road
327-1991
SANTA ROSA
1212 4th St.
542-8647

BERKELEY
2168 Sha,tock
549-0211

OAKLAND
1440 Broadway
835-4232

SAN JOSE

SACRAMENTO
20151 St.
444-8277

1290N First
293-8881
FRESNO
485-8801

St.

MONTEREY
419 Webster

373-1328

M- AIL
COUPON
TODA"

To: Evelyn Wood
leading Dynamics Institute, Dept. 12
1440 Broadway, Oakland, Calif.

send descriptive folder.
O Please send schedule of demonstrations and classes.
I understand that I am under no obligation and that no
salesman will call.

P Please

NAMF
STREET
CITY

ZIP
’

;

2

15:

Thursday, November 3, MD

S.-SPARTAN DAMP

brisk, bracing
the original
spice.fresh lotion! 1.25

livelier lather
for really smooth shaves!
1.00
lasting freshness
glides on fast,
never sticky! 1.00

IASB Group
To Sponsor
Blood Drive

Spartaguide
tate Fraternity, 5:30 p.m., Hl. This
Clarletlan Science Organisation, Is a business meeting. Conunittees
7:30 pits, Chapel till the corner of will be formed to plan activities
for the remaining portion ot this
10th 1/11(1 San Carlos Streets.
semester and for the spring seDelta Phi Delta, Honorary Art
mester.
Society, 3:30 p.m., A206. Election
sigma Mu Tau (Society for Medof officers.
ical Techatlelans). 1:30 p.m., S326.
Students.
Women
Aithoriated
Home 1:editions’s% Chapter, 7
ADI)1229. Jud icial Board!
p.m., College Chapel and 111. Inof new members will beInter-varsity Christian Fellow- I itiation
gin in a business meeting. Miss
ship, 9 p.m., E247. Jim Berney,
Ache, home economics proNorthern California director of Maude
Inter-Varsity will be speaking on fessor, will be the guest speaker;
show slides from a re"The Christian View of Selfhood" she will
cent trip to India.
8
p.ni.,
Republicans.
Young
111011WCOMi ng
Comndttee, 2:30
ED100. Pohl icnal education commit-’
tee features slides and narration p.m., IA conference room.
TODAY

The ASH Community Services
committee will sponsor a blood
drive for the Bed Cross on Thursday, Nov. 10 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in the Catholic Women’s Center
across from the SJS library.
There will be information booths
today through Nov. 10 in front of
the book store and cafeteria.
Pamphlets, sign-up sheets and parental permission slips will be
available in the booths. All students under 21 must have their on Viet Nam.
Angel Flight, 6:30 p.m., Mil
parents’ permission to give blood.
Rho Epsilon, National Real Ee- downstairs. Wear uniforms for
Operation 2 and bring grubbies fur
float decoration afterwards.

Job Interviews -4-

MONDAY
Allis-Chalmers, ME, EE, IF, IT
and bus. :trine majors wanted for
application engr., design engr.,
R & 0, manufacturing, tech, sales
service engr. and data processing.

H

LT 0 N

,
19,N(Viee...with that crisp, clean masculine aroma!

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)
BOAT PARTY. Banc
p.m. to 1 a.m., cruise r iLN
18th. $10 a couple, Fisherman s Whaii
Deadline Nov. 4th. Call Sam, Jack
Paul at 293.7867.
SAILING AROUND WORLD. 3 to
years. Need two men. Require: $250 L.
Nov. 15th. Average build. clear dr.
status, no previous sailiog experienc,
Call Bob Harris, 262-3254 excep Wed.
& Thurs. 292.3210 after 6 p.m. daily.
FRIDAY FLICKS. This week in Morris
Daley Auditorium. "The Birds- with Rod
favlor and Suzanne Plesincine.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
’64 SPRITE. P H, new brakes nod can.
pets. $960 or best offer. 598 S. 9th St.
#I5. Call 286.8068.
’61 FORD. White, two door, excellent
condition, one family car. 294-2910
Sandi Green. Room 237.
’64 HONDA 160. Very good condition.
Motor overhauled. Call Rick at 739-7447
after 6 p.m.
’63 PLYMOUTH Sports Fury convertible.
300 HP. Power steering, power brakes,
power windows, stereo tape, chrome
wheels. Perfect condition. 252-9627.
61 BONNEVILLE convertible. All extras.
New tires and transmission. Mechanically
sound. Sharp inside and out. Offer. 2876121 after 5 p.m.
KARMANN-GHIA convertible. Good
condition. $625. See at 15839 Edmund
Dr., Los Gatos. Call 356.7797.
’64 TRIUMPH 500 S.R. Stock and in
good condition. $725, or best offer. Cal:
286-6143.
’59 STUDEBAKER LARK. New fuel pump
points, condenser, fan belt & radian,
hose. Good tires. R/H, and overdrive
$125. 294.0749.
’Se FORD two door. Good riJnnii,)
difion. $150. Call 287-1073 aii,
66 VW Square Back. White c..’s )
2.500 European miles. Professor Ma:.
Est. 2562 or 264.9275.
’60 JAGUAR 150 coupe. Wire when
Good running condition. Call 379-4e
after 6 p.m.
’58 FORD FAIRLANE, two door. Power
steering, new tires shocks, generator
battery, brakes & plugs. Runs fine. $375.
Call 287.1981.
CUSHMAN EAGLE motor scooter. Good
ci
-- $135. Call 378-2278.
’60 CORVAIR. $100. 3 speed, R/H
.
Buzz. 295-9898.
’61 PONTIAC TEMPEST. New Sear
engine and drive train. Reconditioned
run like new. Must sell. $385 or offei
Call 738.1326 or 736-0463.
’56 CHEVY. V.8, R/H, automatic, rni
clean, runs well. $400 or best offer. CI
253-1810 after 6 p.m.
’61 PONTIAC TEMPEST. New bra,
tires, and clutch. 8540 o best offer. CI
293.9987.
’55 FORD. Needs work. $50 See at 1970
S. Bascom. Campbell or call 248-9036.
’61 VW. Good engine and sharp appearance $895 or best offer. 259-2145.
’62 VW. Good condition. $500 equity &
take over 8 payments of $46.71 per
month. 244.9479, Santa Clara.
’$0 DESOTO, only 56,00 miles. Original
condition. Runs very well. New tires.
$165. Coll 292.7971.
’57 CHEVROLET, two door hardtop, 283
v.e, 4 barrel. naughehide ;ntereor, R +I.
Good conditon. 251.6234.

lo place an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv. Office -J206
Daily
9:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Send M handy corder blank. Enclose
sash et cheek. Make check out to
Spartan DA Clawrifieds.
nese 2144414. IBM 246$

PICKETT SLIDE RULE !yellow scale), NEED: Rinky-Tink piano player for weeklearher case. Real deal tt.i $8. TR3 top ends at Frontier Village Amusement
Park. Calf 225-1500.
&
tonneau, $15 each. 969-0145.
PARTAN TRAILER, 805. One half rent,
WANTED: Mature girl for babysitting.
$1.250.
289-2136.
286.
pool.
HELP WANTED 14)
Room and board plus salary. Call before
6 p.m. Ken.
K1 BOOTS, KOLFLACH. Only used UPPER CLASSMEN: Earn $1 to $4 pe r 3 p.m. 298-0612.
condition. 91/3. Best
$1.50 per hour guaran
HOUSING 151
tI, George, aft. 7 p.m. hour or mole.
magazine by telephone
SiviSSEI RED STARS, 210 cm. Excellent teed. Sell Life
GIRL ROOMMATE wanted to share apt.
ofdowntown
air-conditioned
our
from
Marker heels. WS.
two blocks from SJS. Very nice. Call
t,..r 3 p.m.
I
fice. 4 blocks from campus. Flexible 286 2429 or 948-3053.
WOOD LATHE $15. Radial drill press hours and daily incentives. Call 298FOR RENT: Studio, $72 and I bedroom
32" Industrial, 8" Tilt Arbor table saw, 5433.
apt. $90. 741 S. 6th St.. #7. 295.8531,
$37.50. All new. 292.0409.
Ron or Ed.
Xmas
Earn
CASH?
HOLIDAY
NEED
THREE-SPEED bicycle with basket and
Inck. Only used two weeks. Jim Silva, money working evenings. Telephone KENNEDY HALL Three contracts for
sales. Commissions only, but potential sale. Immediate occupancy. Call 287MAharn Hall. 294-6019.
earnings above average. Experience not 0668. After 12:30 p.m.
PICKETT SLIDE RULE. Dual base log necessary. State-wide political publica
on, leather case. $18. Call Dave at 295- tion. openings in Palo Alto & San Jose. TWO BEDROOM furnished apt. Three
blocks from campus. $120. 65 S. I 1 th St.
297.9475 until 9 p.m. John Tate.
/608 alter 6 p.m.
298.2038.
FOR SALE 131

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
Etibirktrzis
AmcouNT

Trsir
Tome’
.,00 QUEOrin

niciu

t4W1

Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Majors in ME and EE needed
in engr., manufacturing and tech.
marketing.
General Atomic% ME, CE, nuclear engr., electronic and EE, Che,
chem., metallurgists, exp. physicists, math and physics majors
may apply for res., (ley. and design of nuclear power reactors positions.
Sylvania Electronic SystemsWest. EE and ME majors wanted
for positions in res, and dev, for
government contracts on electronic systems.
U.S. Naval Ordinance Test Station. Aero engr., EX, ME, ChE,
electronic engr., and math physics
needed for res., design, dev. testing of weapons systems.

U.S. Post Office
Workers Needed
For Holiday Rush

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose,
Calif. 95114.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time

3
4
5
6

Add this
amount for
each additional line

o Announcements (1)
O Automotive (2)
O For Sale (3)
O Help Wanted (4)
El Housing (5)
CI Lost and Found (6)
lp Personals (7)
El Services (8)
o Transportation (9)

City

Three times Fly, times

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

.50

.50

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
.50

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spices
tor Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

Name

lines
linos
linos
lines

One time

No refunds possible on canceled ads.

Addrev(

days.

THIEF, whoever you are, if my tape re-order is returned, no charges. If not,
See years for felony. 286-8695.
SEE THE PASTELS do a medley of their
tnly hit "My Wife Ran Off With My
Best Friend But I Didn’t Realize He Was
My Best Friend At The Time." Tonight
at the Awful -Awful, 12860 S. 1st St. 9:30
o.m. fo 1:30 a.m.
SERVICES 181
21 I MARRIED. Receive acm 25 or over
.ates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
innuellv. Dave Towle. 244-9600.
ANGIE’S

SECRETARIAL SERVICE

210 South 1st St.
San Jose, Calif.
286 6135
All Hours - Typing - School Papers
Spanish Tutoring - Special Rates
TUTORING: Math, Arith., Algebra, Trig.,
Geometry, Calculus, Sciences, Physics,
Engineering. Chem. Call 29543041.
QUALITY TYPING done in my home.
Reasonable rates. Call 269.2953.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Term Papers,
Thesis. Only 35c a page. 758-4335.
EXPERT TYPING of your thesis, term
naper, manuscript, etc. IBM Electric
Work guaranteed. Jo Ann Vine. 3788577.

(Please Print)
Phone

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
-logs. Original jewelry in cast gold and
,ilver. %ergs Lorimer’. 354-1273,

TRANSPORTATION 191
Start ad on
Enclosed Is $

(Data)

RIDE NEEDED: Tues. end Thurs., to and
Irvin Monterey, Del Rey Oaks district.
Will pay. Please call Mrs. Bowman, 3%8796. after 8:30 p.m. on weekdays or
anytime on weekends.

Mans or
Woman’s

0
ONLY 4295

Guy F. Atkinson Co. CE, ME,
and bus. adm. wanted for CE, ME,
and bus. trainees.
Wagner Electric Corporation.
EE, ME and IE wanted as sales
engineers, ME’s and EE’s.
The Emporium. Bus, adm. and
liberal arts majors may apply for
the executive training program.
Internal Revenue Service. Acctg.,
bus. adm. and lib. arts majors
needed as internal revenue agents,
revenue officers, tax technicians,
special agents and estimate tax
examiners.

sPicais"

Top quality steel construction
Assembled and serviced
Guaranteed

ua_yc_3
P/
1435 The Alameda,
293-9766
Open Tues.-Sat. 8:30
Thurs. until 9
Closed Sun. &

San Jose
a.m.-6 p.m.
p.m.
Mon,

SPECIAL FOR
535 E. Santa Clara St. ONLY

CLIP THIS COUPON

r.3.1,17.2...42.311+24.1111.1-7

4:

employees are urgently needed in
San Jose and many other large

14

any food purehase during month of November

iS
fi

1986, EXCEPT on Special Family Night Din-

,4

ners (Mondays, Tuesdays & Wednesdays).

,...1

metropolitan areas of California.

LOST AND FOUND 161

PERSONALS 171

3 SPEED
BICYCLES

Toucher, Ross, Bailey & Smart.
Majors in acetg. or MS or MBA
with aectg, bkgd. may apply for
auditing, tax. mgmt. services.

gi

MODERN, NICELY furnished 1 bedroom
apt. Twin beds. Water & garbage in.
luded. 463 S. 7th St. Inquire: 499 S.
7th Sr. 295-5362 or 269-0495.

HOPE YOU FELLAS HAVE ALL 6TUOIED ttARP FOR
1E51----1HEE GENTLEMEN ARENEEE TO GRADE It( MPIER5.

Internal Student Organization,
3:30 p.m., Faculty Cafeteria, A
Persian program will be held with
dancing, guitar playing, a band,
TUESDAY
slides, and a talk on Persia and
Union E’arbicie t’orporation, CE,
refreshments.
EE, lE, ME or metallurgical engineers needed in res., dev., design,
peod., manufacturing and sales.

Christmas

temporary

THREE ROOM COTTAGE for two girls. O’Brien said that recruiting of
Furnished, utilities and garbage paid. temporary employees will begin
$75 per month. Call Mr. Henry after 1 Immediately with the hope that
g.m. 297.5003. 347 Keyes St.
many of them can be on the job
UNAPPROVED APT. for girls. One bed- in early November.
room. Spacious. One block from campus.
O’Brien also indicated that the
$100. 415 S. 5th St. 292-3095.
department is creating 10,000 new
HOUSE FOR SALE. 3 bedrooms. Near regular postal positions by coni:ollege. $22,000. Call 269-8034. 475 S.
verting career and temporary sub15th St.
stitute jobs to regular status.
STATE HOUSE, 508 S. 11th. #1. Two
bedroom, two bath. Three or four
oeople.

LOST GLASSES, brown leather case,
smokey grey frames. Left in Library
Oct. 14. Reward. Call 287.1643.

Psi Chi. 8 p.m., Hl. Dr. John D.
Kelly, assistant professor of psychology will speak on "Collectivization and Soviet Psychology."

According to the Post Office Department,

The department will hire some
FURNISHED APT. Two bedroom. Close
to campus. Good parking. 350 S. 10th 150,000 temporary seasonal emSt., #4. 293-4955.
ployees a month early this year to
$55. FURNISHED bedroom, kitchen & prevent mail pileups and general
bath. Near SJS. Heat. All utilities paid. post office paralyzation.
Girl, non-smoker. 292-1327.
Postmaster General Lawrence F.

LOST: Yellow gold Hampden watch, in
ticinity of Library. Reward. 287-6189,
Mary.

TOMORROW

Ames Company. Gen’l Sci, mrkg.
and bus, majors wanted for pharmaceutical sales.
Comptroller of the Currency.
Business and economics majors
wanted for national bank examiners positions.

YES
All Airlines
Have a Critical
Reservation Shortage
If you are planning to fly anywhere from DECEMBER 8th to
JANUARY 6th
RESERVE NOW-PAY LATER
Air fares, round trip, to:

New York
Philadelphia
Washington, D.C.
Boston
Honolulu

$217.65
217.65
233.00
249.50
200.00

"All prices plus
U.S. Gov’t Tax"

This coupon is good for 10% DISCOUNT on

SPACE LIMITED
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
TELEPHONE RESERVATIONS
ACCEPTED
Notice: Student stand-by le net
In force from Dec. 15-24 aid
Jan. 2-4.

297-8000
Don Davis
San Jos* Travel Service
223 S. First SE, San Jose

!

4
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SCREEN SCENES

iiv.VoireVeetotrty#A,444..-",,I,

TOWNE
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THE FINEST FOREIGN AND

DOMESTIC FILMS

SPECIAL RETURN ENGAGEMENT

1433 THE ALAMEDA
297-3060
WHEN THEY TALK ABOUT GREAT SUSPENSE MOTION PICTURES THEY ALWAYS SEEM TO MENTION CLOUZOT’S DIABOLIQUE . . . NOW YOU CAN JOIN IN ON THE CONVERSATION! !

THE GREAT
SUSPENSE FILM
THAT SHOCKED
THE WORLD!
Henri ’Georges Clouzot’s

DIAIIOLI4WE
SIMONE SIGNORET VERA CLOUZOT
sbrn
A SEVEN ARTS PICTURES RELEASE (h)

1p Co -Hit "TEN LITTLE INDIANS"

comma

522 S. Bascom
295-7238
San Jose
HELD OVER 2nd BIG WEEK
EXCLUSIVE WORLD-WIDE ENGAGEMENT

BURBANK

1-2

JOHN STEINBECK’S
II [LIG [I

We have block space
via TWA and A.A.L.
jets departing Dec. 17,
9 a.m. to the East.
RETURN ANY DAY

:

II Adapted
by BARNABY
CONRAD

STARRING EFRAIN RAMIREZ

EXCLUSIVE
2nd WEEK

rG

A S Year Old
Heart Stealer

Top Co-Hit "DIMKA"

GAY

ADULTS
ONLY

214.5544
400 S. let St.
Due to Tremendous Response We Are Holding Over

’Poor White Trash’ & ’Common Law Wife’

STUDIO
2924778
896 South First
"Deed Heat on
Merry -Go -Round"
e,c1
"StudentCaDtal
Istouin"
t Rates

Snack Bars
Open for Your
Convenience

